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This is the first book in the english language to reveal that the orisha Yemaya has two
manifestations: a Black African Yemaya and a White Latin Yemaya. Learn how to summon them
both and work magick for creation, to help pregnant women, sustainment, see mermaids, to
make a womans vagina be tighter and look better, to be stronger, to look younger, to catch many
fish and much much more.

About the AuthorJames T. Powers is a historian, archaeologist, lecturer, author, and retired
teacher who holds a BA and two MA’s from Wesleyan University in Middletown, Connecticut.
James has devoted his entire career to understanding our prehistoric and historic past and how
they have shaped who we are as a people and society. He lives in Durham, Connecticut.--This
text refers to the paperback edition.
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Yemaya Prayer BookByS RobChapter 1Within the pages of this book lies at least one secret that
has remained hidden to those bound to the English speaking world since magick existed. This
secret is the difference between what is known and the inner magick that uses Yemaya
(pronounced Yemaja) and this secret is that there is more than one manifestation of Yemaya:
there are two Yemayas and while one is the Black African woman Yemaya there exists also
another a White Latin Yemaya that is the equal to the other. This knowledge I gained through my
greatest friend and researcher J.R.R Abrahao a good man of great intellect that gave to me this
information so that I may experiment with it and bring it to the English speaking world where it
belongs too. Yemaya is an orisha and has great power and I will at this point talk of her domains
of power as one being which she is she is the one being with two manifestations and neither one
nor the other any less Yemaya. The domains of power of Yemaya are creation, water,
motherhood, rivers, and lakes, streams and wells, pregnant women, fisherman and shipwreck
survivors, sustainment in all forms: she sustains everything: she is the mother of fish and is
linked to mermaids and mermen: her being thought by some to be a mermaid.However to work
this magick you will need to summon her and to do this you will be using the orisha Elegua and
he has control over a doorway that can be opened so that it leads to Yemaya. This means that
this magick works like this, Elegua will open a doorway that leads to Yemaya and then Yemaya
will come through and you will tell her what you want and she will depart and then you will get
Elegua to shut the doorway once more and the magick is finished. But to do this you will need to
utilize your potent human will: you must will the magick to work so that it shall. But we must start
somewhere and so we will start now with some magick to protect you and here it is. But to do
this I will draw on her power of creation so she can create something to protect you.The Black
African Yemaya to create protectionElegua powerful orisha, potent spirit you control a doorway
that may lead many ways and to many places and I ask that you draw on this power so that it
may open to the location of Yemaya. Elegua powerful being open the doorway, open it here and
now: the doorway opens, it opens more it keeps opening until it is open wide. I summon through
the doorway the Black African Yemaya, come through the doorway so that we may talk: The
Black African Yemaya comes through the doorway and is here with me. Yemaya the Black
African orisha you with power over creation, water, motherhood, rivers, lakes, streams and wells,
pregnant women, fishermen, shipwreck survivors: her who is mother of fish and linked to
mermaids and mermen I ask that you use your power of creation to create something that will
protect me from all harm and all attacks no matter what the source and this is what I ask of you.
The Black African Yemaya agrees to help and departs back through the doorway. Elegua
powerful orisha, potent spirit you control a doorway that may lead many ways and to many
places and I ask that you draw on this power so that it may be closed. Elegua powerful being
shut the doorway, shut it here and now: the doorway closes, it closes more it keeps closing until
it is closed. So it is and will be.You will once more be using the black African Yemaya and I feel



she is a good aspect of Yemaya to begin with. In this following magick she will be used so as to
create happiness and so make you happy. You will need to will this magick to work so that it
shall: be happy this is the greatest gift anyone can have.The Black African Yemaya to create
happinessElegua powerful orisha, potent spirit you control a doorway that may lead many ways
and to many places and I ask that you draw on this power so that it may open to the location of
Yemaya. Elegua powerful being open the doorway, open it here and now: the doorway opens, it
opens more it keeps opening until it is open wide. I summon through the doorway the Black
African Yemaya, come through the doorway so that we may talk: The Black African Yemaya
comes through the doorway and is here with me. Yemaya the Black African orisha you with
power over creation, water, motherhood, rivers, lakes, streams and wells, pregnant women,
fishermen, shipwreck survivors: her who is mother of fish and linked to mermaids and mermen I
ask that you use your power of creation to create happiness, so that I shall be happy always and
this is what I ask of you. The Black African Yemaya agrees to help and departs back through the
doorway. Elegua powerful orisha, potent spirit you control a doorway that may lead many ways
and to many places and I ask that you draw on this power so that it may be closed. Elegua
powerful being shut the doorway, shut it here and now: the doorway closes, it closes more it
keeps closing until it is closed. So it is and will be.This next magick is to help you and your family
so that you may together have a baby: this assumed you are a couple of one male or one female:
or a group with at least one male and one female. I wish you to use this magick because the
world needs babies and we should all remember this is how we began and through the help of
Yemaya we lived and grew up: this is what I want for all babies.The Black African Yemaya to
increase the chances of a baby being bornElegua powerful orisha, potent spirit you control a
doorway that may lead many ways and to many places and I ask that you draw on this power so
that it may open to the location of Yemaya. Elegua powerful being open the doorway, open it
here and now: the doorway opens, it opens more it keeps opening until it is open wide. I summon
through the doorway the Black African Yemaya, come through the doorway so that we may talk:
The Black African Yemaya comes through the doorway and is here with me. Yemaya the Black
African orisha you with power over creation, water, motherhood, rivers, lakes, streams and wells,
pregnant women, fishermen, shipwreck survivors: her who is mother of fish and linked to
mermaids and mermen I ask that you use your power of creation to increase fertility and virility
so that a new baby may be created and born and this is what I ask of you. The Black African
Yemaya agrees to help and departs back through the doorway. Elegua powerful orisha, potent
spirit you control a doorway that may lead many ways and to many places and I ask that you
draw on this power so that it may be closed. Elegua powerful being shut the doorway, shut it
here and now: the doorway closes, it closes more it keeps closing until it is closed. So it is and
will be.This next magick is to strengthen you so that you will exist in a stronger form. This does
mean that in order to create you will be altered, but Yemaya has created us all and so she has
the wisdom to do so right. We here need to will this magick to work so that it does: and here it
is.The Black African Yemaya to create a stronger youElegua powerful orisha, potent spirit you



control a doorway that may lead many ways and to many places and I ask that you draw on this
power so that it may open to the location of Yemaya. Elegua powerful being open the doorway,
open it here and now: the doorway opens, it opens more it keeps opening until it is open wide. I
summon through the doorway the Black African Yemaya, come through the doorway so that we
may talk: The Black African Yemaya comes through the doorway and is here with me. Yemaya
the Black African orisha you with power over creation, water, motherhood, rivers, lakes, streams
and wells, pregnant women, fishermen, shipwreck survivors: her who is mother of fish and linked
to mermaids and mermen I ask that you use your power of creation to create a stronger me,
make me stronger and this is what I ask of you. The Black African Yemaya agrees to help and
departs back through the doorway. Elegua powerful orisha, potent spirit you control a doorway
that may lead many ways and to many places and I ask that you draw on this power so that it
may be closed. Elegua powerful being shut the doorway, shut it here and now: the doorway
closes, it closes more it keeps closing until it is closed. So it is and will be.You have made your
first step into the working of real magick. I know that what is here will still seem odd but in time
this will not be the case. Keep reading, let your powers grow my dear student.Chapter 2You will
notice that this chapter has some magick in it that is of no real use to males and may even find
bewildering but we should not forget that this book is for everyone and sometimes there is just
no way of making magick that will do something for everyone. If like me you are a man just skip
forward through the women’s only magick: the first of which follows now.The Black African
Yemaya to have a tighter vagina (women only)Elegua powerful orisha, potent spirit you control a
doorway that may lead many ways and to many places and I ask that you draw on this power so
that it may open to the location of Yemaya. Elegua powerful being open the doorway, open it
here and now: the doorway opens, it opens more it keeps opening until it is open wide. I summon
through the doorway the Black African Yemaya, come through the doorway so that we may talk:
The Black African Yemaya comes through the doorway and is here with me. Yemaya the Black
African orisha you with power over creation, water, motherhood, rivers, lakes, streams and wells,
pregnant women, fishermen, shipwreck survivors: her who is mother of fish and linked to
mermaids and mermen I ask that you use your power to give me a tighter vagina and this is what
I ask of you. The Black African Yemaya agrees to help and departs back through the doorway.
Elegua powerful orisha, potent spirit you control a doorway that may lead many ways and to
many places and I ask that you draw on this power so that it may be closed. Elegua powerful
being shut the doorway, shut it here and now: the doorway closes, it closes more it keeps closing
until it is closed. So it is and will be.
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The book by S Rob has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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